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The EK training program for delivery 
The purpose of the delivery training program is to ensure a uniform, professional and competent 

standard in the delivery of NEK products. 

It applies to all drivers and unloaders used in NEK delivery. 

This manual, as a central component of the training program, defines the contents of the NEK delivery 

standard in a binding manner. It is an instruction and must be carried by the delivery personnel at all 

times. 

It also serves as a guide, especially when training new employees. If you have any questions, always 

refer to your training manual first. Here, in addition to our specifications, you will also find a great deal 

of information on our delivery processes. 

Even beyond that, we will not leave you alone! 

 

If you have any questions or suggestions, the tour control hotline is at your disposal: 

 

Hotline : 

+49 (0) 5226 / 984 299 

(07:00 a.m. – 18:00 p.m.) 

hotline.melle@reber-logistik.de 
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requirements and expectations for drivers / discharger 

friendliness / appearance 

Your appearance has a direct impact on the image of NEK and Reber. In addition to work clothes (e.g. 

no sweatpants) and your personal protective equipment, according to UVV and special customer 

specifications, a friendly and professional behavior during customer contact and your work will also 

help you. 

Please remember at all times that you are the face to the customer and decisively influence the later 

evaluation of the delivery and ultimately the evaluation of the NEK products. 

timeliness 
In particular, compliance with agreed delivery dates (fixed dates) is indispensable. You will find 

corresponding instructions on the tour list in your tour/driver folder. 

competenc 
In all cases, we expect professional unloading according to the contents of this training manual with two 

men who both have sufficient knowledge of our products. In our driver training courses, we communicate 

our specifications to you. Through regular unloading supervision (audits) we check compliance and at 

the same time ensure continuous delivery quality and training. 

Unloading with two men 

In principle, we require unloading by two employees for each customer. Exceptions are only permitted 

if they have been approved in advance by the Reber tour allocation department. To protect your health 

and the furniture, stack and unstack heavy cabinets in pairs. The same applies to moving long and 

overdeep countertops. Items weighing > 90 KG are identified at NEK by the symbol shown below on the 

shipping routing card and in the scanner. Here it is quite useful to handle them in pairs.. 
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equipment requirements 

Semi-trailers and swap bodies must meet a certain minimum standard for loading. Required in all 

cases: 

 Box-type construction with at least three lashing strips running around it 

 Flat, solid walls and floors without protruding screws or edges 

 At least 10 7-m straps are required per swap body 

 At least 15 7-m straps per semi-trailer 

 All belts must be certified according to DEKRA Certificate AG 70/11068/1804815963.

 

 

All containers must always be provided clean (empty, swept clean) and in undamaged condition. In 

keeping with the value of our kitchen furniture, the visual appearance must also be impeccable. 
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equipment required for unloading 

Long-section box 

For the safe transport of long parts, NEK will include a long-section box (2 cardboard boxes) in the 

shipment. Long-section boxes are not exempt from load securing. Check the securing regularly and 

tighten loose straps if necessary. 

           

Damaged long-sections boxes should be tied off by the driver at the end of the tour and re-tied at the 

rear left so that they can be disposed of and replaced afterwards. 
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Unloading trolley 

For safe and gentle unloading, it is imperative that you use a suitable unloading trolley.

  

The trolley must be such that it cannot cause damage to the furniture. 

Minimum requirement: 

 Pneumatic tires 

 uprights must be padded 

 Load capacity at least 150 kg (optimal at least 300 kg) 

 Overall height: 1200 to 1800 mm (optimal 1600 mm) 

 

Under no circumstances should the trolley be placed in sensitive areas, such as a visible side 

(information label) or front. Pick up equipment cabinets from the carcass or rear side. 

Instructions for placing the trolley - for example on electrical appliances - must also be observed. 
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Stairs 

Due to different load heights and situations at our customers, it is necessary that you always carry a 

step or a small stair.  

 

        We recommend the following design. 

 Aluminium safety folding stairs 

 3 steps 

 Steps with non-slip rubber coating 

 Load capacity at least 150 kg  

 

Attention: It is generally prohibited to climb on furniture parts or use cabinets as a platform. 

saftey shoes  
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recommended equipment for unloading 
In addition, we recommend the following other tools: 

  back support belt 

 gloves 

 rubber mat (e.g. for customers without ramp) or cardboard 

 

 Worktop roller (e.g. for heavy worktops)  
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discharge/unloading procedure 
If there is a problem in unloading, it can be very useful for you if you know at least the rough procedures 

in our loading, which we briefly describe here. 

Each tour usually consists of two parking spaces, one for the motor vehicle and one for the trailer. On 

semitrailers, two parking spaces are loaded one behind the other accordingly. 

The information about the parking space is on the shipping route card, for Nolte as a number (e.g. 
51+52) and for Express as a letter in the header (Z=tractor and H=trailer): 
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pre-loading at Reber-logistic 
Before the actual loading, worktops and long parts are pre-loaded at Reber Melle. 

The following is prepared here: 

01 Long parts are tied at the rear left, upright (approx. 60 cm from the loading edge). These so-
called "Bömmelbunde" are pre-sorted by location. They are only sorted according to size, not 
according to commission sequence! 
 

02 Long parts longer than the loading height are loaded into the transport box in unloading order. 
There is a separate compartment for each position. 
 

03 Overlength countertops, niche linings and gallery floors are also tied in unloading order under 
the transport box and, if necessary, also in front of it and labeled with the commission number. 
 

04 Small parts / small fitting strips are packed in boxes sorted by position. 
 

05 The remaining panel material is pre-sorted by commission and provisionally secured to the 

ship's side, as it will be integrated into the load during subsequent loading. 

 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 
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loading at NEK 

Starting with the largest kitchen, NEK then loads the individual orders from each unloading point on a 

commission basis. 

From right to left, stacks of cabinets are formed layer by layer. Since the shippers must also take load 

securing and optimum utilization of the storage space into account, we ask for your understanding that 

not all stacks of cabinets can always be packed completely commission-clean. 

Finally, the preloaded long parts of each commission are used to fill the gap to the ship's side on the 

left; additional long parts can be placed as crosscuts between the individual layers.

 

Please note that for your convenience, sometimes several packages are combined into one unit. Small 

parts are sometimes placed in open cabinets or brought together in special cartons per location; wall 

and base cabinet fitting strips of a commission are usually packed together. 

In all cases, however, a separate production label then exists for each package contained. 
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takeover of the tour/ documents of delivery Nolte Küchen 

Your first point of contact in our company is the shipping office of Spedition Reber (main entrance), in 

Spenger Straße 49, 49328 Melle (at the end of Werkstraße near Nolte-Küchen). 

There you will receive your delivery papers and all the information you need. 

Note: For Nolte kitchen tours picked up outside of Reber shipping office hours (07:00 - 20:00), 

documents are deposited in the hallway lockers between doors 13 and 14 of the NK shipping 

department. 

 

.  

Important: Before departure from NEK, please make absolutely sure that you have picked up 

the correct load carriers. This is done by opening the doors and checking the cabinets loaded at the 

back (comparison of the production label with the delivery papers). In the course of this, please also 

remove the tour folder from the load carrier and also check it for correctness (correct tour number, first 

customer, etc.).  
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takeover oft he tour/ documents of delivery Express Küchen 

1. at the courtyard entrance of the company Express-Küchen (Am Mühlenbach 1, 49328 Melle) 

you will find all empty swap bodies directly behind the gate on the right. Please park yours 

there as well. Semi-trailers and pre-assigned carriers with swap bodies will be parked at the 

Reber forwarding company at Spenger Straße 49. 

2. at the lantern, in the center of the express kitchen yard, there is a notice with your tour number 

and the numbers of your associated load carriers. Here you can also put the folders of completed 

tours (metal box).  

 
3. the loaded carriers can be found at the back right on the separate, gravelled area. 

4.General note: As a professional driver, you drive many thousands of kilometers per year. 

Therefore, you are always particularly encouraged to achieve the following goals: 

 No accidents 

 No health hazards 

 No danger to the environment 

A defensive and anticipatory driving style protects you and other road users and helps reduce 

the number of traffic accidents. Remember: 

 The most important asset, is your health! 

 No job is so important that it cannot be done safely! 

If everything is correct, you are ready to go - have a good trip! 
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documents of unloading 

unloading overview / list oft he tour 

You will receive an unloading overview, from which you can see the exact route as well as the goods 

acceptance times, fixed dates and telephone numbers of the customers. 

 

 

If you notice during the tour that some details are no longer up to date, please inform our tour control 

hotline (+49 (0) 5226 / 984 299) of the correct details. 

After successful delivery of the tour, please attach the unloading summary to a copy of the loading and 

trip report. Both are intended to be kept by your company. 
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delivery note 

The delivery bills are pre-sorted per customer in a plastic sleeve. As a rule, you will receive them in 

duplicate. Please have one copy acknowledged by the customer with date and signature and return it 

to us. The second copy remains with the customer. 

If you receive the delivery bills only in a simple version, in this case the customer has already received 

his copies in advance, electronically. 
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production label Nolte-Küchen 

Each package is provided with a production label, from which you can see the following delivery bill 

information: 

 

Information on delivery bill and production label: 
 
01 Loading day 

02 tournumber 

03 loading sequence 

04 order-/delivery note number 

05 pitch/ tour part 

06 commission number 

07 packing number 

08 position number 

09 barcode 

10 article short description 

  

01 

02 03 04 

05 

06 08 07 

10 

09 
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production label Express-Küchen 

 Each package is provided with a production label, from which you can see the following delivery bill 

information: 

 

Information on delivery bill and production label: 
 
01       loading day 

02 tour number 

03 order-/deliverynumber 

04 pitch / tour part 

05 commission number 

06 packing number 

07 position number 

08 barcode 

09 article short description 

01 
02 

03 

04 

05 

07 06 09 

08 



 

 

collection slip 
You will receive the collection slips in triplicate. 

 The first copy remains with the customer. 

 Please attach the second copy to the returned goods as a consignment bill. 

 Please return the third copy to us together with your delivery documents. 
 

Please fill in the information in the footer as shown in the example below. If the item is NBK (still with 

the customer), then please note on the bill, incl. signature. 
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Load report and drive report 

 

The loading and trip report serves as proof for NEK. Fill it out with special care and legibly using the 

example printed below. Be sure to enter both names (driver and co-driver). Otherwise, we must 

assume that the tour was unloaded with only one employee, contrary to our instructions. In order to 

support our efforts for good and safe loading, we ask you for a judgment on the loading quality on 

each tour (in addition to the entry in the scanner). Please rate factually and objectively. Only in this 

way are we able to make targeted improvements. Please return the loading and trip report together 

with the delivery documents to NEK / Spedition Reber Melle. 
 

Regardless of this, in case of any problems, always contact our tour control hotline directly by 

phone at (+49 (0) 5226 / 984 299)! 
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take over of the load 

The load is secured by NEK in any case safe for transport with binding straps. However, please note 

that the operationally safe securing of the load is your responsibility. Your unloading aids, such as 

barrow and ladder, must also be secured accordingly. NEK will ensure that there is space for the trolley. 

If this is not the case, take a photo with the hand scanner and additionally report to shipping if necessary. 

Do not place the cart on the furniture for transport (risk of damage). 

 

 

delivery note submission / customer registration 

The planning of our delivery tours is based on the assumption that you will be at the first customer on 

time at the beginning of the goods acceptance time and can start unloading.  

If this is not possible for you, please inform our tour control center in good time (+49 (0) 5226 / 984 299 

and outside working hours by mail if necessary) so that we can inform the customer under certain 

circumstances and plan for any influences on the further course of the tour.   
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preparation for unloading 

When approaching the ramp assigned to you, please bear in mind that the long parts box is located on 

the right-hand side of the board. Since in most cases you will not be alone at the customer's site, we 

recommend that every maneuvering operation be carried out with a guide. 

In order to be able to unload gently and safely, it is essential that you use the aids provided to you by 

the customer, such as loading bay lighting, dock levellers, etc. 

If space permits, you should pre-sort the long parts tied up at the rear left from the "Bömmelbund" - as 

shown below - by commission. However, make sure that nothing can fall over. 

The extra-long parts in the long parts box are already presorted and should remain there until they are 

unloaded. 

 

In any case, before you start unloading, inform yourself about the unloading and behavior guidelines 

and regulations of the respective customer. 

If no guideline is posted, ask an employee of the goods receiving department for it. This will save 

you from having to repack later!  
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unloading 
For gentle unloading, in addition to the unloading truck and ladder, always use the aids available at 

the customer's site, such as lighting or dock levellers. 

unloading of customer orders 

At each unloading point, the small and customer service orders are unloaded first. 

As a rule, these are placed by commission on a collective corlette, which you please load clearly as 

shown below. 

If the customer does not wish otherwise, please attach the respective delivery bill to the corresponding 

order. 

 

In any case, unload the small and customer service orders according to the customer's specifications! 
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unloading on corlettes 

When loading corlettes, you must always proceed as follows: 

 Please do not load defective corlettes that pose a risk of damage to our furniture. 

 Always place all "sheet material" on the trolleys with the good side facing inwards. (The good side 

is usually the one with the production label on it). 

 Wall cabinets must never be turned upside down, as this may cause the shelves inside the cabinet 

to fall out. 

 Base cabinets are stacked lying on their sides. When packing stacks of cabinets, always pack the 

heavy cabinets on the bottom and the lighter ones on the top. 

 Always place all furniture pieces so that the fronts are protected and face inward. (Note: for 

express kitchens, the production label is "backwards"). 

 Load the corlettes so that nothing sticks out over the perimeter. Small and long parts must also be 

stowed so that nothing can fall out or over. 

 In any case, the customer's guidelines are decisive. 
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unloading on worktop 

If the customer does not have corlettes or other storage aids and instead requires unloading onto 

furniture dollies and countertops, please proceed as follows: 

 Always use at least three furniture rollers at a maximum distance of 150 cm. 

 Only place the worktop on them with the good side down. 

 When packing up stacks of cabinets, again pack the heavy cabinets down and the lighter ones up. 

 Again, do not place hanging cabinets upside down.  

 Again, when stacking on countertops, place all cabinets so that the fronts are protected and facing 

inward. 

 Be sure to stack so that there is as horizontal a surface as possible at the top, on which you can 

finally place the long and small parts. 

 In any case, the customer's guidelines are again decisive here. 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you need to unload onto storage aids other than those described above, for example flat cars or 

pallets, please still implement the above specifications as far as possible.  
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completeness check (by Scan-System) 

Each unloading always includes a careful completeness check of each individual commission. For this 

purpose, Reber Logistics provides you with a hand-held scanner. 

If required, you can receive instruction on the device from the hotline. Please handle the scanner with 

utmost care and work with it as you have been shown. 

To avoid unloading errors, please scan only when the package is on the customer's ramp and you have 

added it to the commission. 

Please do not forget to record at the end of each commission and if available the corlet number, but at 

least the number of loaded wagons. 

 completeness check by scanner 

 Signature field in the scan menu 

The customer / goods recipient have to sign for receipt of the goods in the scanner (in addition to the 

delivery bill)!  
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completeness check (by delivery note) 

In exceptional cases where you do not have a hand-held scanner at your disposal, you are obliged to 

carry out the completeness check using the delivery bill. During unloading by commission at NEK, cross 

off the pack numbers of all unloaded packages as shown below (circle).  

Be sure to unload the orders individually, one after the other and in commission order. 

 

checking during the unloading 

Basically, during unloading, you are obliged to check the furniture for the following characteristics: 

Test characteristic Description of error Test 

equipment 

Damages 

General 

 

Packaging 

During unloading, please pay attention to any goods for 

directly visible damage such as breakage, compression, 

scratches, chipping, bruises, etc. 

In the event of damage to packaging, it is essential to 

check that the goods inside are undamaged. 

If this is possible, please repair damaged packaging. 
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Inspection frequency: 

During unloading, constantly check for visible damage. 

Test Method: 

All tests shall be performed by visual inspection during the unloading process and under the prevailing 

lighting on site. 

procedure for damaged goods 
In principle, it is prohibited to knowingly deliver damaged goods. 

If you notice one or more damaged parts during unloading, always inform the customer's goods recipient 

first. Ask him to decide whether he still wants to accept the goods or refuse to accept them. Regardless 

of the decision of the goods recipient, please use the photo function of the scanner. Scan the 

item's shipping docket and then take a photo of the damage with a viewing distance of approx. 60-70 

cm. 

If the customer wishes to accept the goods, it is nevertheless essential to mark the corresponding 

package as damaged but accepted on both copies of the delivery bill. Likewise, please set the package 

to status "V" (= damaged, remains with the customer) in the scanning system. 

In this case, the customer will only receive a replacement if he subsequently complains about the goods. 

If acceptance is refused, please also be sure to mark this on both delivery bills. In the scanner, please 

set the package to status "B" (= damaged, return to NEK). We will then automatically redeliver the 

package without the customer having to make a complaint. 

Afterwards, in both cases, please immediately contact our tour control hotline at (+49 (0) 5226 / 

984 299) and note the incident on the loading and journey report. 

In the event that acceptance was refused, please attach a copy of the loading and trip report to the 

goods.  
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retours 
Any returned goods must be carefully secured by you and protected against transport damage. 

Your returns must be unloaded at the returns point / south hall 2, gate 31, at Spedition Reber 

(Spenger Str. 49) between 00:00 and 24:00 hrs. and packed there in the corlettes provided. 

Access to the gate is possible by entering a code, which you can request from your dispatcher. In 

addition, sanitary facilities and a shower are available there. 

Note: Video recording at gate 31 (in the hall).      

 

Returns processing: 05226 / 984 299 - (Hotline / Tour support)  

Please also notify us by telephone of goods whose acceptance has been refused or whose delivery you 

have not managed in time, as in this case an individual decision must be made as to where the goods 

will be taken back. 

In all cases, it is imperative that a copy of the loading and journey report and the associated 

return bills remain with the goods! 

Please also make sure that the containers on which the returned goods are located are clean and swept. 
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specialties Express-Küchen 
Special control and rescheduling (see sample documents) 

 

 
Special control: 
Information on the change of a loading order or the removal of a commission. 

Rescheduling: 

There may be kitchen commissions loaded on your current tour that originally belonged to another tour. 
These commissions were not delivered during the initial delivery for various reasons and have now been 
rescheduled. 

These commissions still have the stickers from the original tour on the items. However, the goods have 
been loaded in the correct order that you can see on the form. 

You can recognize a rescheduling by the green form that sticks out a little from the tour folder. The 
delivery bills are located directly behind this form. The delivery address of this commission is then also 
on it. 
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tour controlling 
If any problems or questions arise during your tour, please contact us immediately. We will be happy 

to help you! 

In case of the following events, please call our tour escort immediately: 

 Delivery date can not be met (please report early) 

 Missing parts (also with NVA and yet loaded, hand scanner > notice flashes) 

 Refusal of acceptance 

 Damages (also transport damages) 

 Standstill times, waiting times and delays (> 30 min.), which endanger the planned tour course 

 Incorrect delivery address 

 Hand scanner (training and problem solving) 

 Furniture is requested to be delivered 

 Delivery bills are missing or incomplete 

 

Hotline tour control: 

+49 (0) 5226 / 984 299 

hotline.melle@reber-logistik.de 

In all cases, please contact this phone number and e-mail address exclusively! 

This is the only way to ensure that your problem is received at a "central point" and that you receive 

comprehensive assistance. 
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